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※ Notice Information
I.

Intended Use
Tatung intelligent Motor Sensor (hereinafter, referred to as “TiMS”) is the first IoT smart sensor
developed especially for low-voltage induction motors. Based on the all-in-one sensor module
technique, hybrid-wireless transmission structure and easy installation design, TiMS can easily
apply to all types of motor and various applications.
TiMS can measure motor data and monitor the motor operating status. After scanning the motor
status, all the data are stored in TiMS memory and transmitted to the smart handheld devices
®

(such as smartphones and tablets) or gateway via Bluetooth Low Energy or Low Power Long
Range wireless transmission structure. By Tatung Cloud data analysis, customer can both save
equipment maintenance costs and extend equipment life cycle. To achieve Industry 4.0 will be
easier.

II.

General and Safety Instructions
A.

Introduction
＊ This instruction manual contains information for installation, operation, and maintenance
of TiMS. To ensure that the sensor unit will ececute proper functions and have long
lifetime, carefully study this manual and other related documentation before taking any
action.
＊ The instructions in this manual can only be implemented by trained personnel with
appropriate experience and with the authorization of the equipment owner.
＊ This document and parts thereof must not be reproduced or copied without the express
written permission of Tatung company, and the contents thereof must not be imparted to
a third party nor be used for any unauthorized purpose. Tatung company strives to further
improve the quality of the information it provides in its publications and will welcome any
suggestions for improvements to this manual.
＊ These instructions must be followed to ensure safe and proper installation, operation and
maintenance of the solution. They should be brought to the attention of anyone who
installs, operates or maintains this equipment.
＊ Ignoring the instructions will invalidate the warranty.

B.

Safety
＊ The motor must be disconnected from the power supply and be completely stopped
before conducting any installation or maintenance procedures. Additional measures
should be taken to avoid accidental motor starting.
＊ Professionals working with electrical installations, either in the assembly, operation or
maintenance, should use proper tools and be instructed on the application of standards
and safety requirements, including the use of personal protective equipment that must be
carefully observed in order to reduce risk of personal injury during these services.
＊ Electric motors have energized circuits, exposed rotating parts and hot surfaces that may
cause serious injury to people during normal operation. It is recommended that
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transportation, storage, installation, operation and maintenance services are always
performed by qualified personnel.

C.

Warranty
＊ Tatung company provides a warranty against defects in TiMS hardware for a period of 12
months counted from the date of the invoice issued by the factory or distributor/dealer.
＊

The warranty will not apply if the user, at his own discretion, makes repairs and/or
modifications to the TiMS hardware without the prior written consent by Tatung company.

＊

Disassemble the TiMS hardware will void all guarantees and invalidate safety
assurances.

＊

The warranty does not cover motor, equipment, TiMS battery lifetime and components. It
also does not cover defects and/or problems resulting from force majeure or other
causes that cannot be attributed to Tatung company, such as but not limited to: incorrect
or incomplete specifications or data supplied by the customer, transportation, storage,
handling, installation and operation not complying with the provided instructions,
accidents, defects in the construction works, use in applications and/or environments for
which the product was not designed, equipment and/or component not included in the
scope of Tatung company’s supply.

＊

Tatung company’s Civil Liability is limited to the supplied product; Tatung company will
not take any liability for indirect or consequential damages, such as loss of profit,
revenue losses and the like which may arise from the contract signed between the
parties.

D.

Disclaimer
＊ Tatung company does not expressly or implicitly warrant that the TiMS products
(including the sensor hardware, LoRa gateway, and software service) to be free of
defects (including security, reliability, correctness, completeness, effectiveness,
merchantability for a specific purpose, security-related defect, mistake or program
mistake, and infringement) and computer virus. Such information is provided under the
“currently expressly indicated conditions.” Tatung company disclaims, including, without
limitation, the express or implicit warranty liability for the use feature about general
merchandise, suitable for a specific use, or non-infringement of intellectual property
rights.
＊ Tatung company reserves the right to modify, suspend or discontinue the TiMS products
without prior notice, and Tatung company does not owe users the obligation to improve
all defects and provide the TiMS products again.
＊ Tatung company or its supplier is not liable for any direct, indirect, occasional or
derivative damages, including those incurred during the use of the TiMS products or any
linked websites, or resulting from disclosure of documents and materials under the
service or linked website, even if Tatung company is informed about the possibility of
such damages in advance.
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＊ A statement about protection impairment if used in a manner not specified by Tatung
company will void all guarantees and could cause permanent damage to the equipment
and could lead to property damage, personal injury and/or death.

III.

Symbol Instructions
Symbol

Description
Direct current
Caution, hot surface

IP66

First characteristic numeral
Second characteristic numeral

Degrees of protection against access to
hazardous parts and against solid foreign objects
Degrees of protection against ingress of water

SGS North America Certification mark
National Communications Commission (Taiwan)
Federal Communications Commission (USA)
Industry Canada
CE marking
X-Y-Z coordinates for vibration
Note information in this manual
Caution information in this manual
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IV.

Product Disposal Instructions
The TiMS battery is enclosed with epoxy together with the shell. Therefore, the user cannot
access to replace, remove, separate or charge it. At the end of its usable life, the battery is
collected as a used electro-electronic device.
The TiMS cannot be disposed of in incinerators and city landfills either. It must be disposed of in
compliance with the local regulations.
For information on the return or collection for the proper disposal and recycling of the product,
contact Tatung company or send the TiMS to one of our authorized service centers.
Symbol

Description
 The product cannot be disposed of in a municipal waste collection point.
 It should undergo a waste sorting process of electrical and electronic
circuits, plastic parts, metal parts, and batteries.
 The whole device and its package are made of materials that can be
recycled and should be sent to specialized waste sorting companies at the
end of the usable life.
 The horizontal bar below the crossed-out wheeled bin indicates the device
was placed on the market after August 13, 2005.
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1. TiMS Specifications
1.1

1.2

Applicable Motor Type


Motor：3-Phase squirrel cage induction motor or synchronous motor



Voltage：690V AC below



Drive type：DOL / VFD



Duty cycles：Continuous duty, S1



Environment：Safe area

Overall Information
 Model & Certifications：

 Shell：PC/ABS

TLSM -NC900 : NCC、FCC、IC、Safety test*

 Back plate：SUS304

TLSM -NC800 : CE、Safety test*

 Mounting：Bolt-fixing

*Safety test：IEC/EN/UL 61010-1

 Fixing Dimension：88mm(3.47inch), M4*2

 Dimensions：76 x 62 x 23 mm
(2.99 x 2.44 x 0.91 inch)

 IP Class：IP66

 Weight：0.22kg (0.49lbf)

 BLE Switch：Magnetic sensing control

 Outline Dimension Drawing：
Unit: mm (inch)

 Battery Lifetime：3 years*

 Display：Color LED

”3 years battery lifetime” is the design value for automatically scan per hour once a
CAUTION

NOTE

time at environment temperature 25℃ (77℉).
The real battery lifetime depends on the user operating frequency. The more time that
Bluetooth connects to the sensor and manual scan, the less battery lifetime can be
used.
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1.3

Range of Environmental Conditions
 Environment：

 Pollution degree：2
 Relative humidity：5% ~ 95%R.H.

Both dry and wet location use

 Altitude：Below 4,000 meters above sea-level

 Ambient temperature：-40℃~+60℃
(-40℉~+140℉)

Recommended storage and transportation condition：environment temperature range
CAUTION

1.4

between -40 ℃ ~+60 ℃ (-40 ℉ ~+140 ℉ ) and relative humidity range between
5%~95%R.H.

Measurement
 Periodic measurement interval：Every 30 minutes / Every 1 hour
 Measured data：Motor Operating Status/ 3-axis Vibration(RMS)/ Motor Power Frequency,
Motor Skin Temperature/ Runtime Hour/ Residual Battery Power
 Analysis tools：3-axis Vibration Spectrum Analysis
 Sensing specifications：
Temperature sensor

Power frequency

 Sensing Range：-40℃~+120℃

 Sensing range：5~75Hz

(-40℉~+248℉)
 Resolution：0.1℃

 Resolution：0.1Hz
 Accuracy：±0.25Hz

 Accuracy：±1℃
Vibration sensor
 3-axis accelerometer ±16g

Battery
 CR123A

 Unit：Velocity mm/sec (RMS)

 Battery type：Li-MnO2

 Range：10~1,000Hz

 Voltage：3.0 Vdc
(not rechargeable or replaceable)
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2. TiMS Hardware
2.1

Packing Components

No.7

No.3

No.1

L
M
S

No.4 L

M

No.2
No.5

No.

Size / Spec.

No.6

Qty

Remark

1

TiMS sensor

One size

1 pc

TLSM-NC900/ TLSM-NC800

2

Supporting plate

One size

1 pc

SUS304 stainless steel

L：50mm/ M：26mm/ S：13mm

3 pcs

Depends on motor frame size

3

4

5

2.2

Items

S

Fixing seat
(onto motor fins)
Bolt for fixing
No.4 onto No.2
Bolts for fixing
sensor

M6*20 for L fixing seat
M6*15 for M fixing seat

3 pcs

M6*10 for S fixing seat
M4*6

2 pcs
1 pc

6

Thermal pad

W*L*H=10mm*10mm*1mm

7

Epoxy Putty

60g (Use for metal)

8

Quick Guide

One size

Hexagon socket bolt
(depends on fixing seat size)
Cross recessed round head
bolt
Stick on Hexagon socket bolt

1 tube See <Appendix I.>
1 pc

Including serial number

Sensor Serial Number


Each sensor has five sets of unique identification numbers：
(1) Product serial number (Product S/N)
(2) Bluetooth connection name (BLE Name)
(3) Sensor S/N (UUID)
(4) Bluetooth address (BLE Address)
(5) LoRa address



Serial number sticker:
The Product S/N, BLE Name and BLE Address are shown on the shell of the sensor.
All the identification numbers are attached inside the package.
Model:TLSM-NCxxx
Product S/N: FDxxxxxxx
BLE Name: TiMS_Vxx_xxxx
UUID: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
BLE Address: xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx
LoRa Address: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

FDxxxxxxx
TiMS_Vxx_xxxx
xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx

In package

NOTE

On the sensor shell side

The sensor registration process requires the user to key in Product S/N, BLE
Name and BLE Address to register on the TiMS monitoring system website by user
account (see section 5.3).
7
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CAUTION

2.3

After the registration process, the user is the only owner of the sensor. Other
accounts aren’t able to use or connect the sensor.

Sensor LED Light Indication
Status

LED light color

Indication

The light is dark at normal status
and becomes green when a

Normal

magnet

put

in

the

control

position, see Section 2.6(1).

Yellow light twinkles every 12

Warning alarm

seconds.

1. Danger alarm:
Red light twinkles every 12

Danger alarm

seconds.

or

2. LoRa fail:

LoRa transmission fail

Red light twinkles 2 times
every 12 seconds.
The blue light twinkling indicates
the Bluetooth is connecting with

In connection

App or the LoRa is transmitting
data.

The white light rapid twinkling
Measuring

indicates the sensor is measuring
the parameters.
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2.4

Sensor Installation and Setting Tools (not included in the package)
(1)

Small strong magnet such as Neodymium magnet (NdFeB magnet)

(2)

Phillips screwdriver

(3)

Hexagon key (No. 4)

(4)

PU plastic gloves (for epoxy putty mixing)

(5)

Cleaning objects such as cleaning naphtha, rag, fine sandpaper…etc. (for cleaning the
position to install the sensor on the motor frame)

2.5

Sensor Installation Instructions
(1)

Recommended installation position：
The central position of the frame at the height of shaft, i.e., the level parallel to the ground.
(shown as below)

Y axis

X axis
Z axis

(2)

Fixing by epoxy putty：

9
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Illustration

Instructions

Grind the fins by fine sandpaper and then use rag with
cleaning naphtha to scrub the fins.

Take an appropriate amount of epoxy putty and knead
it about five minutes to make it completely mixed and
soft. Then stuff the epoxy putty into the position
between the fins.

Press the fixing seat into the epoxy putty and ram the
epoxy putty around the fixing seat.

Fix the supporting plate and adjust by using level
gage.

Wait for 24 hours for the epoxy putty to become totally
solid, then stick thermal pad on hexagon socket bolt
and fix the sensor onto the supporting plate.

(3)

Directly fix the sensor onto the motor surface：
If the motor frame has a lateral plane without fins, the user can just tap one M6 hole
(installed with supporting plate) or two M4 holes (hole distance is
NOTE 88mm(3.47inch)) and directly fix the sensor onto the lateral plane.

Drill one M6 hole

Drill two M4 holes
<hole distance is 88mm (3.47inch)>

Installed with supporting plate

Sensor fixed onto the motor directly

10
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2.6

Magnetic Control Switch
(1)

Magnetic switch position：
At the symbol of the x-y-z coordinates
on the top side of
the sensor shell, put the magnet at the control position to activate
the sensor. If the sensor is not activated, move the magnet around
the symbol area to find the exact position.
Neodymium magnet (NdFeB magnet) is recommended for better control.
NOTE

(2)

Control functions：
function

Control method

Check the

Put the magnet at the control position then the

Continuously

LED light will be bright indicating the status.

green, yellow, red

sensor status

LED light

Enable the

Put the magnet at the control position for 3

Bluetooth

seconds, the LED green light will flash 3

signal

times and then enable the Bluetooth function.

Disable the

Put the magnet at the control position for 3

Bluetooth

seconds, the LED red light will flash 3 times

signal

and disable the Bluetooth function.

bright ：

Continuously bright
 green light flash

Continuously bright
 red light flash
Continuously bright

Put the magnet at the control position for 12

 red/green light flash

Reset sensor

seconds (the LED white light will flash), then

light off

function

remove the magnet to reset sensor function

 white light flash

(the LED light will flash color light).

remove magnet
color light flash

(3)

Magnetic switch control process illustration show as below：
Magnetic control
interval

No magnet

Less than

More than

3 seconds

3 seconds

Normal

Bluetooth enable

Warning

Danger

LED light status

Bluetooth disable

OFF / Flash

ON

11
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3. TiMS Communication Techniques
3.1

Communication Scheme

CAUTION

3.2

To use the service, in addition to the requirement of the TiMS product or purchasing the
exclusive LoRa Gateway, user shall bear the cost of preparing necessary smart
handheld device, and ensure the availability of the Internet network with a third-party
telecommunication service provider. The construction, connection and power costs
incurred from the Internet will be borne by the user as well.

Wireless Communication Techniques
Technique

®

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

Low-Power Long Range (LoRa)

Specification

Bluetooth 4.2

LoRaWan Class A

Band

2.402~2.480Ghz

Distance

NOTE

3.3

902~928MHz(US915/AU915/AS923)
or 863~870MHz(EU868)

~10m (3.3ft)

~2km (1.24mile)*

(depend on user environment)

(include the influence of the building)

*The distance is based on the test result of the Tatung factory outdoor environment by
Multi-Tech MTCDTIP LoRa gateway. Because of the antenna type difference of
MTCDT LoRa gateway, the distance will be shorter than that of the MTCDTIP LoRa
gateway.

Sensor Monitoring Mode Functions
Monitoring Mode
Technical specification

Real-time function

Data transmission

Alarm

Bluetooth signal

Single (BLE)

Multiple (LoRa)

Wireless Communication

BLE 4.2

LoRaWan Class A

Instant measurement

Available

Not available

Instant vibration analysis

Available

Not available

Monitoring mode setting

Available

Not available

1

Periodic measurement

Passive*

Active*2

Abnormal Notification

LED light indication

E-mail & App push

Available

Available*3

(real-time)

(non real-time)

Alert vibration analysis

Available

Not available

Radio Function

always ON

automatic OFF*4

Alert Threshold setting
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*1. [Passive] means the user needs to manually choose the interval to collect all of the
periodic measurement data (history data) from every sensor. The data will be
uploaded to the cloud automatically by the mobile internet.
*2. [Active] means the sensor will transmit the data, including temperature, 3-axis
vibrations, power frequency and motor status, to LoRa gateway automatically after
periodic measurement. The LoRa gateway will upload the data to the cloud
immediately.
<Notice> Motor runtime hour and sensor residual power only updated once a
day on LoRa mode.
*3. LoRa website alert threshold setting function is limited by the LoRa communication
architecture and not real time modification (delay time may be several hours).
*4. After using the App via Bluetooth, the Bluetooth radio signal of the sensor will
disable automatically in 3 minutes. If the Bluetooth signal of the sensor is OFF, user
needs enable the sensor Bluetooth signal by using a magnet to approach it at least
3 seconds.

NOTE

3.4

Data Storage
Location

Sensor memory

Cloud space

History Data

13,000* records

No limit

Instant Measurement

1 record

No limit

Alert Vibration Analysis

11 records

No limit

Instant vibration analysis

1 record

No limit

*equivalent to 24 records a day for 1.5 years
NOTE

3.5

LoRaWan Gateway Model (Optional)

Serial

®

MultiConnect Conduit

®

®

MultiConnect Conduit
IP67 Base Station

Model

MTCDT

MTCDTIP

Environment

Indoor

Indoor / Outdoor(IP67)

Internet

Wi-Fi or 4G LTE

Ethernet or 4G LTE

13
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4. TiMS Monitoring System
TiMS monitoring system includes monitoring App and monitoring cloud platform. The monitoring App may
connect smart handheld devices to the TiMS product and operate and adjust the product therewith to
read the user data of the product and provide the numbers and applications of the data. Before using the
service, the user shall confirm whether or not a smart handheld device could connect to the service or not
and read the instructions and relevant provisions. Please also be aware of the nature of the smart
handheld device you use. For instance, whether or not it could be overheated or power consuming.
4.1

TiMS Monitoring System - Monitoring App
(1)

(2)

TiMS App


App Title：Tatung iMotor Sensor



Language：English(US) / Traditional Chinese



Version：Android 9 or above / iOS 10 or above

Mobile Device Specification
i.

User mobile device must support low energy-consuming Bluetooth (BLE) transmission
function, i.e. BLE version 4.0 at least.

ii.
(3)

Users must ensure that the mobile internet is connected during the App process.

App Download Linkage：

iOS & Android App download QR Code shown as <Appendix II.>

4.2

TiMS Monitoring System – Monitoring Cloud Platform
(1)

TiMS Website


Website：https://tatungmotor.azurewebsites.net/



Cloud platform：



Service Charge：Basic Monitoring Function for free

Microsoft Azure Industrial Cloud System

(added value service for advanced function)
(2)

Cloud Service Member Account
When signing up for membership on the TiMS website, the user has to provide a personal
account (E-mail address), company group name and company/personal information; the
account and company group name cannot be repeatedly registered.

4.3

Monitoring System Features
(1)

Exclusive sensor account to secure customer’s individual information：
User cannot connect with the other sensor and read its data, which belongs to the other
account.

(2)

Motor status real-time measurement：
In Bluetooth connection status, customer can manage the real-time measurement at any time.
The latest measured data will be transmitted to the cloud and shown simultaneously.
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(3)

History graph Information：
Automatically and periodically measured data will be saved in the sensor memory. Customers
can regularly connect with the sensor to receive the data, then the data and graph of motor
operation status can be shown both in mobile phone and cloud.

(4)

Vibration spectrum analysis：
The monitored abnormal status will be automatically calculated and saved in the sensor and
downloaded via Bluetooth connection. Users can also manually trigger the vibration spectrum
analysis.

(5)

Runtime & maintenance hour calculation：
The expected maintenance hour and the maintenance note can be set in advance to assure
equipment maintenance kept on schedule.

(6)

[Manager] and [User] dual authorization system can separate the monitoring and
management duty：
Admin permission：Customer can register a main account for a manager to control all
sensors monitoring and setting.
User permission：Customer can register a sub-account for assigned users to control the
assigned sensors monitoring and setting. To protect the information of the motor or sensor,
only [Admin permission] user can modify the [Equipment information].

(7)

LoRaWan connection and data test function：
Setting the LoRaWan is as easy as a Wi-Fi connection setting.

(8)

LoRa instant update and activity abnormal notification：
Automatically measured data will be uploaded and updated to the cloud right away and an
alarm notification will be sent to the user via App and e-mail if an abnormal situation happened.

(9)

LoRa non real- time alert threshold value setting：
On LoRa mode, the user can modify the alert threshold value on the TiMS website. Ensure
the sensor monitoring the motor at the accurate value.

15
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5. TiMS Operating Guide
5.1

TiMS User Flow Chart
5.2

5.5

Enter TiMS website
Sign up account & get the email
to activate account

Download & Install
TiMS App
5.5

Flow chart description
App function

5.3

Sign in Account &
Go into TiMS Devices List

WEB function

Register the sensor(s)

Sensor function

(Product S/N, BLE Name, BLE Address)

(please make sure the Internet &
Bluetooth function is working)

LoRa gateway function
Instructions

5.5

Select Sensor
5.6

Yes

First time use?

Key in and save the
equipment information
5.6

No
5.7

Download history data or
manual trigger status scan
and vibration analysis
(if the sensor BLE NAME color is
dark, please enable the Bluetooth
signal by using magnet to switch it.)

Sensor Factory Default
BLE signal: OFF
Periodic Measurement: OFF

Enable the sensor
Bluetooth signal
(Using magnet)

(Sensor sleep mode)
5.6

Refresh the sensor BLE
signal & click sensor again

Register the LoRa gatewy(s)
5.6

Set the monitoring
parameters

Data uploaded to Tatung
Azure Cloud automatically

5.4

(BLE NAME color is BLUE)

(Tatung GWsn, Register key)

LoRa gateway manual

(turn on Periodic Measuring & set
Alert Value)

Connect the LoRa gateway to
PC & Set the gateway function
(internet network, App EUI & App
KEY)

Periodic Measuring Default
Automatic Scan:
OFF
(BLE signal automatic OFF)
5.7

Periodic Measuring
Automatic Scan :
ON(BLE Mode)

User can click the [Periodic
Measuring] icon to switch the
automatic scan mode

5.8

Periodic Measuring
Automatic Scan :
ON(LoRa Mode)
(BLE signal automatic OFF)

(BLE signal always ON)

5.8

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Set the LoRaWan connection

Instant Measurement
History Data Collection
Alerts Information Collection
Instant Vibration Analysis
Monitoring Parameters Setting
LoRaWan Connection Setting

1.
2.
3.
4.

16
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5.2

Register TiMS Member Account
Step 1.

Open the TiMS website：
https://tatungmotor.azurewebsites.net/

Step 2.

Click the [Register] icon to sign up for the member account.

17
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Step 3.

Key in the account management information below.
[Company name]：this is an unique item to recognize and manage the cloud system.
[Enter your E-mail]：the E-mail address is the same as [Account].
[Password]：password must be set with at least 8 characters.
[I agree to Privacy policy] and [I agree to TiMS terms of service] must be
NOTE

CAUTION

checked.
User shall keep the account and password properly and log out every time
after use to prevent it from being stolen. In case the user cannot keep the
account and password, the damages incurred therefrom will solely be borne
by the user.

V
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Step 4.

Fill in the account information.
All the items are required information.
NOTE

Step 5.

Submit the form and receive the account activation mail.

Step 6.

Click Activate Account linkage to connect the TiMS website and activate account.
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5.3

Sensor Register
Step 1.

Sign in the TiMS website

NOTE

When sign in the account the first time, the user needs to set the time zone.
The current time zone will be shown in the message box.

Step 2.

Click [Product Information] menu icon.

Step 3.

Click [Register Sensor].

Step 4.

Key in the sensor serial numbers shown on the product and register it.

Model:TLSM-NCxxx
Product S/N: FDxxxxxxx
BLE Name: TiMS_Vxx_xxxx
UUID: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
BLE Address: xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx
LoRa Address: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Product S/N FDxxxxxxx
BLE NAME TiMS_Vxx_xxxx
BLE Address xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx

In sensor package

On the sensor shell side

When the sensor registered successfully, it will be shown on the [Sensor List].
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5.4

LoRa Gateway Register (Optional)
Step 1.

Sign in the monitoring system website

Step 2.

Click [Product Information] menu icon.

Step 3.

Click [Register LoRa GW] to register LoRa gateway(s).

Step 4.

Key in the Gateway serial numbers shown on the gateway package box or gateway and
register it.

Tatung GWsn

TiMLG-xxxxxxxx

Setting Web

http://192.168.2.1

Register key

XXXXXXXXXXXX

Username

admin

Serial No

XXXXXXXX

Password

Admin1234

AppEUI

AppKEY

1010101010101010

10101010101010101010101010101010
In LoRa gateway package

When the gateway registered successfully, it will be shown on the [LoRa Gateway List].
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5.5

TiMS App Download and Sign in
Step 5.

Use smart handheld devices (such as smart phones and tablets) to download the [Tatung
iMotor Sensor] App and install it.

iOS & Android App download QR Code shown as <Appendix II.>
NOTE

Step 6.

Enable the Internet network (such as wi-fi and data network) and Bluetooth function.

Step 7.

Open the iMotor Sensor App and sign in the account.

[I agree to Privacy policy] must be checked.
NOTE
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5.6

Sensor Initial Setting
Step 1.

Click the new sensor and set the motor information to save it.

NOTE

 Before setting the motor information, the user still does nothing to the
sensor. The sensor name color in dark is a normal status in this process.
 While TiMS App in process, the network connection should be assured.
 Finger icon [
] means click position.

For the initial use of the sensor, it will enter the Motor Information
setting page at the beginning. After key in all the required
information, click [SAVE] to finish setting.

[TiMS NAME] indicates the name shown on App & TiMS website.
It can be changed.

1. the * mark indicates the required information.
2. User can change the motor information from
NOTE
monitoring system website.
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Step 2.

Enable the sensor Bluetooth signal by using a magnet to approach it at least 3 seconds.
When the sensor flashes green light 3 times, it means the Bluetooth signal is on.

Step 3.

Sign in App again, when the sensor name color turns to BLUE, it means the App has
searched sensor Bluetooth signal.

After enabling sensor Bluetooth signal, if the sensor name still shows the dark color,
please click the [

] signal search icon to refresh the signal status or check the smart

devise Bluetooth function is ON or not.
Step 4.

Click the sensor (in blue color) to connect it via Bluetooth and agree to set the initial
monitoring parameters.

For the initial use of the sensor, it will show, the [Monitoring
Setting] page automatically after setting Motor Information.
The initial default setting values shown as <Appendix III.>


Periodic Measurement：
Auto measuring：(OFF is the default setting)
OFF ,, ON(BLE Mode), ON(LoRa Mode),
Measuring Frequency：Once or Twice per hour
Measuring start time：mm-dd-yyyy & hh:mm



Alert Parameters Setting：
The Warning (yellow) & Danger (red) value of
temperature, 3-axis vibration & residual power of
battery



Regular Maintenance Setting：
key in runtime hour & note for the next maintenance



Metric & Imperial Unit conversion：
Temperature: ℃  ℉
Vibration: mm/s  in/s
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5.7

BLE Mode Functions


On BLE mode, the sensor will auto scan the motor status and record data in the sensor
memory.



After the user collects the data via Bluetooth by smart devices, the data will be uploaded to the
cloud system automatically.



If the motor is in warning or danger status, the sensor will calculate a vibration analysis and
store in alert memory and flash LED alert lights.



Only in Bluetooth connection status (the function icon shows the bright blue or white block),
user can trigger the sensor instant real-time functions (such as measurement, data collection
and setting modify).



If user clicks the sensor in DARK color (the sensor doesn’t connect to the App via Bluetooth),
App will show the latest motor data in the cloud. In this status, all of the sensor real-time
functions will be disabled.

In Bluetooth disconnection status

In Bluetooth connection status

On BLE mode, the Bluetooth signal of the sensor is always ON.
NOTE
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5.8

LoRa Mode Setting & Functions
After the parameter setting, user must continue the LoRa setting to finish the setting process.
Step 1.

Turn to the [LoRa Setting] page to connect the LoRaWan with LoRa gateway.

Step 2.

Key in the gateway App EUI & App KEY. The EUI & KEY must be the same as the LoRa
gateway. User can click [GET EUI AND KEY] icon to download the monitoring system
website recommend value from the cloud automatically.

Step 3.

Click the [GATAWAY CONNECT] and wait for connecting.

Step 4.

When the gateway connecting is successful, user can click [LORA DATA TEST] to send
the test data to the gateway.

Step 5.

Wait a second to click the [LoRaWan Status] icon

to refresh the status. It only

shows the gateway status.

NOTE

Step 6.

Step4 & 5 can be used to test the LoRa connection distance between sensor
and gateway.

If user wants to know the cloud upload result, please click [Test Data Upload Result]
refresh icon

. When the “upload time” is uploaded, it means the data is uploaded to

the cloud successfully. (According to the user’s internet connection status, the data
uploaded to the cloud may delay several minutes.)



On LoRa mode, after the sensor auto-scan, the sensor will transmit the data to the gateway
and upload them to the cloud immediately.



If the motor in warning or danger status, the sensor will execute a vibration analysis and store
this information in alert memory and the cloud will send alert notification to users.

NOTE

1. On LoRa mode and OFF mode, the Bluetooth signal of the sensor will disable
automatically after using the App.
2. When the sensor Bluetooth signal is OFF, user still can enable Bluetooth signal by
using magnet and connect the sensor to trigger instant real-time functions.
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6. Other TiMS Monitoring App Functions
6.1

User Sign in
Screen

Instructions


Key in user [Account] & [Password] to sign in App.



[I agree to Privacy policy] must be checked.



Change the Password：according to the directions to
change the password.



Forget the password：according to the directions to
change a new password.

6.2

Device List
Screen

Instructions


When signing in App, the default display list all the
sensors belong to the user account.



Name in blue indicates the sensor which the Bluetooth
signal is within the reachable range. Click one to connect
the sensor installed device.



Name in grey indicates the sensor which the Bluetooth
signal is out of the reachable range. Click one it will
connect the cloud of the sensor and show the sensor
online data.
If the first connection fails, please check the
connection distance between the sensor and smart
NOTE device then try it again.

Click [BLE] icon, it will only display the sensors which Bluetooth
connection is available.
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Click [CLOUD] icon, it will only display the sensors which
Bluetooth connection is unavailable.



Click [

] icon, it will re-scan the Bluetooth signal

around the user and refresh the sensor list.


Click menu [

] icon, it can change the sort list and

second name (connection time or BLE address).


[Sort by] is according to App connection time, sensor
name and received signal strength (sensor distance)
nd

[2

6.3

NAME SHOW]：select to display [BLE Address] icon.

Motor Information & Monitoring Setting
(1)

App Display of Motor Information & Monitoring Setting
Screen

Instructions
After [Admin permission] account click [modify by App] icon on
the TiMS website (see section 7.3(3)), user can modify the motor
information on this page.
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6.4

TiMS Instant Information
Screen

Instructions
[Instant Information] is the home page of this App.
It shows from the top down: Motor InformationInstant
Monitoring Data


Only in Bluetooth connection status user can trigger
[START INSTANT MEASURE].



Before Bluetooth disconnected, the last manually
measured data will be uploaded to Tatung Azure Cloud.



In Bluetooth disconnection status,
[ON(BLE Mode)] shows the latest instant measurement
data uploaded from App.
[ON(LoRa Mode)] shows the latest monitored data
uploaded from Gateway.



If the measured data are abnormal, the data field of App
screen will change color to yellow or red, but sensor LED
light stay unchanged.



i ] beside temperature & vibration value, it will
Click [○

show the alert setting.

6.5

App Page Switch
Screen

Instructions


Click menu [



The three main pages (Instant Information, History

] icon, it will display the menu of this App.

Graph & Overall Information) can be selected by the
icon on the screen bottom.


TiMS App MENU
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6.6

History Data & Graph
Screen

Instructions
On BLE mode, user needs to download all the data, which the
sensor scanned automatically in this page.


Data download method
[Choose End Date]: the final date of the data range
[Choose Data Range]: 1~30 days(default 3 days)
After finishing the date setting, click [COLLECT HISTORY
DATA] to download data.
e.g. if user selected [11-21-2018] & [3Day(s)], the sensor
will transmit history data form 11-18-2018 to 11-21-2018.



Graph display：
Temperature(left ordinate), 3-axis Vibration(right

Zoom IN / OUT

ordinate), Motor Status(Background color)


Pinch or spread the screen with 2 fingers to zoom in or out
the history graph.



The maximum value of the two ordinates will
automatically adjust depending on the history data.

Motor Power OFF



User can check each shown data.

Motor Power ON



If only “One data” is shown, the alert line will be also

Warning Status
Danger Status

shown on the graph.


In Bluetooth disconnection status, the history graph will
show the data downloaded from Tatung Azure Cloud.



After downloading the history data, once the graph
background color appears yellow (warning) or red
(danger), the user must go to [Overall Information] page
to update the information.
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6.7

Overall Information
Manual Vibration FFT Analysis & Alert History & Regular Maintenance
Screen

Instructions
It shows from the top down：Manual Vibration FFT Analysis
 Alerts History  Regular Maintenance
In Bluetooth connection status, click [UPDATE OVERALL
INFORMATION] to download the latest alert records & runtime
hour from the sensor.
[Regular Maintenance]：It shows current motor runtime hour &
next maintenance time.



[Manual Vibration FFT Analysis]:
In Bluetooth connection status, user can click it to enter
the analysis page and trigger instant vibration analysis.
Otherwise, it will show the latest manual analysis result
uploaded to the Tatung Azure Cloud.



[Alerts History]:
While abnormal data measured, the sensor will trigger
vibration analysis automatically. Only the latest seven

Zoom IN / OUT

records & analysis results are stored in the sensor
memory. There is no limit of data and analysis results in
Tatung Azure Cloud.


Frequency range: 0~1,250Hz (Unit: 2.5Hz)



Pinch or spread the screen with 2 fingers to zoom in or out
the history graph.
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7. TiMS Monitoring Website Functions
7.1

Website Address
https://tatungmotor.azurewebsites.net/

7.2

Home Page
Account sign in and register.

7.3

Device Status


First page displays all the device/equipment's latest status.



The sensor status icon list shown as <Appendix IV.>
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7.4

TiMS Monitoring Information
(1)

Instant Status
i. Motor Brief Information
ii. Latest Monitoring Information (the same as that shown in App)
iii. History Graph (the display area can be changed and adjusted.)
iv. Upload device/equipment photos
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(2)

Alerts list, Vibration analysis data & Regular Maintenance.


Click [Vib. Analysis Data] to check vibration analysis result uploaded from App.
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(3)

Equipment Information


User can modify the motor information on this page or App.
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(4)

Monitoring Setting


Users can modify the Alert threshold (warning or danger) value by LoRa gateway on this
page.
 LoRa alert setting function can only be used on LoRa mode.

CAUTION

NOTE

 After the LoRa alert setting, the setting function will be locked until the sensor
receives the command and responds to the setting result.
 LoRa alert setting function is limited by the LoRa communication architecture
and not real-time modification (the delay time may be several hours). If user
needs to adjust the monitoring settings instantly, it is recommended to connect
the sensor directly with Bluetooth.
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7.5

Sensor Report Download


7.6

Users can download the sensor report (PDF file) and data (CSV file) on this page.

User Permission Account Setting


In [Admin permission] user can add, modify and delete the [User permission] account in this
page.



The account administrator just needs to key in the E-mail of the user and assign the sensor(s)
to the account.



After receiving account activation mail and setting the password to activate [User permission]
user account. [User permission] user can do the same thing as the [Admin permission] user.
(besides modifying motor information)
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7.7

Monitoring Permission


7.8

Users can enable or disable the alert notification function on this page.

Account Information


Users can see and modify the account information on this page.
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7.9

Password Change


Users can change account password on this page.

7.10 Display Settings


Users can change display language or unit by click this icon.
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Appendix I. Epoxy Putty User Guide
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Appendix II.

TiMS Website Address & TiMs App Download QR Code
1.

TiMS website

https://tatungmotor.azurewebsites.net/
2.

for iOS system

3.

for Android system
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Appendix III. Recommended Monitoring Parameters Setting Value
i.

ii.

Periodic measurement (Automatically Scan) setting
Item

Recommended setting

Auto measuring

ON (BLE Mode)

Measuring Frequency

1 time(s)/hr

Measuring Start Time

current time

Abnormal temperature setting
App will automatically display the proper value according to [Insulation class] in the setting of
[Motor Information].
Warning

Coil temperature

Insulation class

iii.

<Experimentation Method>
Danger

(℃)

℃

℉

℃

℉

Class B

120

50

122

60

140

Class E

130

50

122

60

140

Class F

155

60

140

70

158

Class H

180

85

185

95

203

Abnormal vibration setting
App will automatically display the proper value according to [Motor output power] in setting of
[Motor Information].
Motor output power

Warning

Danger

ISO 10816-1

iv.

kW

HP

mm/s

in/s

mm/s

in/s

Class I

0 - 15

0 - 20

1.80

0.07

4.50

0.18

Class II

15 - 75

20 - 100

2.80

0.11

7.10

0.28

Class III

75 - up

100 - up

4.50

0.18

11.2

0.44

Residual Power of Battery & Maintenance time setting
Item

Recommended setting
Warning(%)

Danger(%)

20

10

Residual Power
Next maintenance time

1,000 Hrs
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Appendix IV. TiMS Website Sensor Status List
Status

Indication

Color

Background

ON

Device Power ON

ON

Green

OFF

Device Power OFF

OFF

Black

N/A

No Data (Factory Default)

NA

Light Grey

Temp.

Abnormal Temperature

Temp.

Temp.

Yellow / Red

Vib.X

Abnormal X-axis Vibration

Vib.X

Vib.X

Yellow / Red

Vib.Y

Abnormal Y-axis Vibration

Vib.Y

Vib.Y

Yellow / Red

Vib.Z

Abnormal Z-axis Vibration

Vib.Z

Vib.Z

Yellow / Red

Multi.

Multiple Abnormal Values

Multi.

Multi.

Yellow / Red

Sensor Low power

Low

Out

Blue / Purple

Low/Out
Main.

Reach Maintenance Time

Main.
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Contact Information
Tatung Company
22 Chongshan N. Road, 3rd Sec., Taipei, 10435 Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2599-5429, 886-2-2592-5252 ext. 2403, 2489, 2908
Fax:+ 886-2-2598-4427
E-mail: service@sansha.tatung.com.tw
Web: www.tatung.com

Tatung Electric Company of America, Inc.
14381 Chambers Road, Tustin, CA 92780, USA
Tel: +1-714-8383293~4
Fax:+1-714-8383295
E-mail: sales@tatungelectric.com
Toll Free 800-828-8641
Web: www.tatungelectric.com

Tatung Electric GmbH
Schlehenweg 1, 29690, Schwarmstedt/Essel, Germany
Tel: +49 5071 9689155
Fax: +49 5071 9689151
E-mail: D.Sawischlewski@tatungelectric.de
Web: www.tatungelectric.de

TATUNG Sanhsia Motor Factory Facts
Tatung company Founded in 1918
Sanhsia Factory Land Area — 166,578 M²
Total MV Motors Produced — over 30,000
Continuous Production since 1949
Voltage Range — thru 13,800 Volts
Test Facility through 37,500kW — IEC 60034-2-1 or IEEE 112 Method F1
Location — 352 Shi-tong Rd., Sanhsia, New Taipei City 23743, Taiwan
RRDG-200013 R0 2019

